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The proposed ‘data producer’s 
right’

• Right in “non-personal or anonymised machine-
generated data”
– Avoid overlap with (personal) data protection law

• “Exclusive right to utlise certain data, including 
the right to license its usage”

• Fully transferable
• Right owner: “the economically responsible 

operator of equipment that generates the data 
(data producer)” (H. Zech)



Data under existing EU IP law
• Copyright:

– Originality/creativity standard: creative compilations
– No protection of facts, data, ideas

• “free as the air for common use” (J. Brandeis)

• Database (sui generis) right:
– ‘Database’: structured data collections
– Substantial investment

• No investment in ‘created data’ (CJEU)

 No protection of machine-generated ‘data’ per se



Why create rights in machine-
generated, non-personal data?

• Foster markets for re-utilization/trading of data, 
by creating legal certainty re ‘data ownership’

• Prevent non-EU industry (e.g. Google, Uber, 
Tesla) from appropriating valuable European data 
(for self-driving automobiles) 

• Validate and legalize intuitive notions of ‘data 
ownership’



Why create rights in machine-
generated, non-personal data?

• But economic literature sceptical about need for 
‘data property’ right:
– No evidence of insufficient incentives to generate data 
– No evidence of transactional market failure requiring 

legislative intervention [Kerber, Drexl/MPI, JRC]





‘Data producer’s right’ would 
disrupt IP system

• ‘Data producer’s right’ would extensively 
overlap with existing IPR’s
– Create extra layers of IP protection for any machine-

aided creation   license thickets
– Undermine copyright exceptions and limitations



Data producer’s right would not 
create legal certainty

• Subject matter/scope of right highly uncertain:
– ‘Velocity’ of real-time data generation  no stable 

object of protection
• Ownership of right uncertain:

– Owner or user/operator of the data-generating 
machine, or both? 



‘Data producer’s right’ would
undermine rationales of IP system

• Data producer’s right: no merit in machine data 
generation, no need for incentive; would call 
legitimacy of entire system of IP into question.



Data producer’s right would impede 
free flow of information

• ‘Data ownership’ would severely affect 
scientific and journalistic freedoms, and conflict 
with emerging EC policies on open data, text 
and data mining, and data sharing



Where are we now?

• EC Consultation reveals scepticism amongst 
stakeholders concerning data producer’s right

• Data producer’s right not proposed in recent EC 
communications on “European Data Space” and 
“Maximising the Benefits of AI for Europe”.

• EC review of Database Directive suggests that 
(some) machine-generated data might benefit 
from sui generis right.







Reconstructing Rights
Rethinking Copyright’s Economic Rights in a Time Of Highly 

Dynamic Technological And Economic Change




